FOVs following fast-moving objects to keep the objects in the TV display frame. This dynamic filming method enables viewers to establish stable perceptions of fastmoving objects in the narrow FOV display area by decreasing the velocity of the objects relative to the display frame.
In contrast, it is likely that dynamic camera movements to follow fast-moving objects will be used less often in the production of UHDTV programs because with the wide FOV, even fast-moving objects will remain in the camera frame; therefore, zoom-out and fixed-camera filming will likely increase. This static but stable filming method will also be effective in preventing visually-induced motion sickness in viewers by images that are too dynamic on wide FOV displays 5) 6) . This change of camera motion or camerawork will speed up moving objects in the display frame because less camera motion will result in increased velocity of the moving objects relative to the display frame. The wide FOV TV, with increased relative velocity of moving objects, may increase the viewers' perception of motion blur and may cause degradation of the image quality.
Image blur can arise not only in the filming process but also in the displaying process 7) . In filming a scene with a TV camera, the ideal temporal sampling aperture period is zero seconds 8)-11) . In practice, a short but finite temporal aperture period is needed to sample a pixel.
This short but finite temporal aperture period of exposure causes a motion blur or an accumulation blur of images. The response characteristic of this blur can be described with a modulation transfer function (MTF).
The theoretical MTF of a rectangular pixel can be described by a cardinal sine (sinc) function. Faster object motions lower the MTF response 12)- 16) . The degraded MTF response is perceived as an image blur by viewers.
On the other hand, in displaying a scene on a hold-type TV display such as a liquid crystal display (LCD), the short but finite period of the temporal display aperture also degrades the MTF 7) . In addition, when the viewers' eyes pursue fast moving objects on the display, they may perceive motion blur of the moving objects. It is typical for viewers to perceive a blur in scrolling as superimposed characters, and they often experience difficulties in reading the superimposed characters. 22) . When no screening is conducted before it may contribute to avoid imprecise evaluations without statistical power to detect significant differences between experimental conditions.
Commercial

Materials and methods
After providing written informed consent, participants' VAs were measured using a Landolt C optotype, and their DVAs were measured using a DVA measurement apparatus 23) . Then the participants wore eye-tracker glasses (EMR-9; NAC, Japan) and a magnetic sensor (FASTRAK; Polhemus, USA) on their heads to measure head movement while watching an 85 inch UHDTV LCD 25) from a seated position. The data from the magnetic sensor are not referred in this paper, because they were mainly analyzed to investigate the coordination of eye and head movements 24) . The numbers of perceived spatial and motion blur frames between the two viewing distances (55 cm and 110 cm) were compared. Figure 6 shows a scatter plot of the numbers of perceived blurred frames for each participant between the two viewing distances. The number of perceived blurred frames from the 55 cm viewing distance is shown along the abscissa and from the 110 cm viewing distance is along the ordinate. The 107 Paper » Viewers' Susceptibility to Image Blurs in Watching Ultra-high-definition TV Correlates with Their Dynamic Visual Acuity line with slope 1 in the graph indicates the "no effect line". As most symbols are positioned under the 45°line, participants more frequently perceived spatial and motion blur at the shorter viewing distance (55 cm) than at 110 cm. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed a statistically significant difference in the number of perceived blurred frames between the two viewing distances (P=0.002). This difference might be caused by the relative increased speed of the viewed objects in the display frame due to the shorter viewing distance. It was difficult for the viewers' eyes to pursue the sped-up object, and the difficulty might have caused the viewers' increased blur perceptions at the shorter viewing distance.
Results
Discussion
In assessments of the image quality of traditional televisions, the observer's VA must be screened before the subjective evaluation 21) because observers with poor VAs cannot perceive subtle image blur and subsequent reduction in sharpness 22) . The results of the present study with a wide FOV UHDTV display suggest that viewers' susceptibility to image blurring was affected by their DVA. For subjective evaluations of image quality presented on wide FOV TV systems, such as UHDTVs, it may be effective to not only screen participants' VAs but also their DVAs to obtain reliable results and to increase the statistical power to detect differences between experimental conditions. In this evaluation, the participants' task was to detect image blurring, or to distinguish clear images from blurred images. The existence of blur in the presented images and the participant's perception of blur can be expressed as a 2 x 2 matrix. The presented images can be categorized into two categories: blur absence or blur presence. Participants' perceptions or judgements can be also categorized into two categories: without blur perception and with blur perception. The 2 x 2 matrix is commonly used in signal detection theory and statistical test theory. Table 1 shows the matrix whose columns indicate the blur (absent /present) and whose lines indicate viewers' perception of image blur (without blur/with blur). The upper left area indicates "hits" or "true positives = 1-beta," and the lower left indicates "misses" or "false negatives" or "type-II error = beta."
The upper right area indicates "false alarms" or "false positives" or "type-I error = alpha," and the lower right The previous study 23) on subjective evaluation of blurred objects revealed that viewers with poor DVAs tend to provide an optimistic assessment (i.e., a higher score), suggesting that they might fail to detect the clear objects without blurring. When they could not detect the clear objects, the beta (type-II error) was increased. In the evaluation of blurred objects, underestimation of the image quality also occurred, and the increased beta Generally speaking, the relationship between type-I error (alpha) and type-II error (beta) is a trade-off, but DVA screening could decrease type-II error (beta) and might have no effect on type-I error (alpha) which is very convenient for subjective evaluations.
Conclusion
This study demonstrated that participants with good DVAs perceived less blurred frames than participants with poor DVAs meaning that participants with good DVAs have higher susceptibility to clear moving image than participants with poor DVAs. It has been pointed out that good DVA viewers of wide-FOV TVs tend to provide a harsher assessment (i.e., a lower score) of the sharpness of images of moving objects 23) . This study shows a simpler relationship between sensitivity to blurring and quality assessment and more direct evidence for individual differences in susceptibility to image blurring than a correlation between viewers' DVAs and subjective evaluation results. The results suggest that participant's susceptibility to image blur can be screened by using their DVA. Participants with good DVAs have a high susceptibility to clear moving image, and participants' DVA screening in subjective evaluations of moving image quality is important to avoid an imprecise and pessimistic evaluation and to detect statistically significant differences between experimental conditions. The number of perceived blurred frames in the shorter viewing distance is larger than in the longer viewing distance regardless of DVAs. It was very interesting that participants with good DVAs perceived less blurred frames than participants with poor DVAs in not only motion blur but also in spatial blur. Masaki Emoto received his B.S. and M.S. degrees in electronic engineering and his PhD degree in human and environmental studies from Kyoto University in 1986, 1988, and 2003, respectively. He has been working on future television systems and human science, especially human visual system, at NHK Science and Technical Research Laboratories. His research interests include future television systems incorporating desirable effects such as a heightened sensation of presence, and eliminating undesirable side effects to the viewer such as photosensitive response, visually induced motion sickness, and visual fatigue.
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